BUFFING PADS

THE CHOICE OF THE PROS®

SINGLE-SIDED HOOK AND LOOP WOOL PADS

SINGLE SIDED HOOK AND LOOP FOAM PADS

All wool single-sided pads are 9” in diameter and feature a 11/2” thick wool pile.
White 100% Wool Heavy Cut Pad 		
Yellow Blended Wool Medium Cut Pad 		
Green Blended Wool Light Cut Pad 		
White Wool Finishing Pad 			

810051
810147
810148
810050

All foam pads are 8 1/2” in diameter and feature a 11/2” thick pure polyesterurethane foam.
8.5” Pink CCS Heavy Cut Pad 			
8.5” Yellow Non-CCS Medium Cut Pad 		
8.5” Green Non-CCS Light Cut Pad 		
8.5” Blue Non-CCS Soft Polishing Pad 		
8.5” White Non-CCS Super Soft Polishing Pad 		

810141
810142
810143
810144
810145

BACKING PLATES AND ADAPTERS
Flex Foam Backing Plate 			
Rigid Backing Plate 			
Double-Sided Screw-On Adapter 5/8” X11 		

810126
810128
810079

DEWALT DW-849X VARIABLE SPEED POLISHER
• Powerful, 12.0 AMP, all ball-bearing construction for longer life
• Electronic module maintains specified speed even under load
• Conveniently- located variable speed dial lets user set maximum speed
from 600 to 3,500 for different materials and applications
• Soft start, variable speed trigger allows the user to instantly
control speed from 0 to dialed setting

810033-01

PAINT REFINISHING GUIDE
CONDITION

STEP 1

STEP 2

STEP3

P1500 sand scratches, heavy orange peel,
moderate sags and runs and surface damage
from oxidation, acid rain pitting

Tru-Grit™ or
Super-Duty

Tru-Polish™ or
Lite Finish

Swirl
Remover

STEP 3 - Necessary only on
dark colored vehicles.

P2000 sand scratches, moderate acid rain
damage and medium oxidation as well as
most surface scratches in aged coatings

Tru-Grit™ or
Buff Lite II

Tru-Polish™ or
Lite Finish

Swirl
Remover

STEP 3 - Necessary only on
dark colored vehicles.

Light scratches on aged finishes, moderate
swirls and light oxidation

Tru-Polish™ or
Lite Finish

Tru-Polish™ or
Swirl Remover

Ultimate gloss on dark colored vehicles

Tru-Polish™

Swirl
Remover

Gloss enhancement and protection

Cherry Flash® Wax

MALCOAUTOMOTIVE.COM

STEP 2 - Necessary only on
dark colored vehicles.

BODY SHOPS
Malco Products, Inc.

361 Fairview Avenue
Barberton, Ohio 44203
(800) 253-2526 • Fax: (330) 753-2025
WWW.MALCOAUTOMOTIVE.COM

#800411

COMPOUNDS & POLISHES

TRU-GRIT®

Super hard diminishing abrasives and long work time provide the broadest
buffing capability and make it Malco’s most versatile compound. Removes up
to 1000 grit and finer sand scratches and heavy oxidation from fresh and aged
paint without hazing or gumming.

32 fl. oz.

120032		

1 gal.

120001

ABRASIVE METER
LESS

CLEANERS & DEGREASERS

All contain no fillers, waxes or silicones

SUPER-DUTY

Most aggressive and quickest cutting compound in the line. Removes up to
800 grit and finer scratches and oxidation. Immediate cutting action of the
abrasives won’t overheat the surface, making it the ideal choice for marine
gel coats and RV fiberglass surfaces. Use with 100% white wool pad for heavy
scratches or Hornet shortcut pad for lighter scratches.

32 fl. oz.

127632		

1 gal.

TRU-POLISH™

Removes 3000 grit sand scratches, car wash scratches, daily wear and tear and
compounding swirls. Water-based formula contains special lubricants for long
work time and easy clean up. Contains no fillers.

32 fl. oz.

197332		

1 gal.

197301

127601

Light cutting, all-around compound. Use
with a yellow wool pad to remove 2000
grit and finer scratches (brush marks, car
wash scratches, snow brush scratches) to
return used vehicles to a smooth, even
surface. For finer defect removal, use
with a yellow foam pad.

32 fl. oz.
1 gal.

114132		
114101

LITE FINISH™

Moderately aggressive polish removes
light surface damage or compound swirl
marks. Use with yellow wool pads for
heaviest cut, green wool for moderate cut
or green foam for light cut. Creates deep,
lustrous gloss without fillers or waxes.

32 fl. oz.
1 gal.

110132		
110101

SWIRL REMOVER

Contains highly refined abrasive for
precision swirl removal. With no waxes,
fillers or silicones, the glass-like, flawless
finish you create won’t wash away. Use
with a blue foam pad.

32 fl. oz.
1 gal.

190232		
190201

BODY & PAINT PREP
A & L COSMOLINE REMOVER
Solvent-based transit coating remover
removes cosmoline and petroleumbased coatings. Will not soften, dull or
discolor finishes making it safe to use
on all painted surfaces.

32 fl. oz.
1 gal.
5 gal.

116832		
116801
116805

SUPER CITRA CLEAN™

Water-based, d’limonene cleaner strips
away natural and silicone-based waxes
and sealants from painted surfaces.
Works well for degreasing, removing
tar and cosmoline and pre-paint
surface prep.

1 gal.
5 gal.
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118401		
118405

Malco’s most versatile heavy duty cleaner removes heavy soils from most
hard and soft surfaces. This non-caustic, aluminum safe cleaner can be used
on vinyl, plastic, carpet and upholstery as well as engines, concrete floors,
tires and wheels. Will also strip waxes from automotive exteriors.
Can be diluted up to 1:10.

1 gal.
55 gal.

MORE
BUFF LITE II™

RED THUNDER™

102301		
102355

5 gal.

102305

INSTANT DETAILER

Removes wax, grease, oil, undercoating,
adhesives and overspray from car and
truck exteriors.

1 gal.
5 gal.

107601		
107605

CLAY BARS

Special blend of abrasive and binders.
200 gram bars available in two levels of
abrasive. Includes storage case.

Blue Fine Cut Bar
8130717
Gray Heavy Cut Bar
8130720

SURFACE PREP™

Improves coating adhesion
by thoroughly cleaning
and microscopically etching existing
coatings on repaint and blend areas.
Rinses away completely, leaving surfaces
ready to paint.

28 fl. oz.

120132

AUTOSCRUB™ WASH MITT
Dual-purpose wash mitt with an
innovative polymer coating on
one side that removes surface
contaminants such
as overspray, water spots,
tree sap and more. Large 6” x
8.7” size
Available in two grades:

Fine
Medium

8130715
8130714

Caustic cleaner designed to remove heavy grease and oily dirt from engines,
concrete floors and concrete walls. Dilute 1:1 to meet these heavy cleaning
requirements. Can be diluted up to 1:15.

5 gal.

120305		

55 gal.

CW-37™

Highest foaming and highest lubricity
of the liquid car washes. Great for use
with foaming brushes and self-serve
car washes. Very highly concentrated.
Dilute 1:400.

Remove dust, smudges and fingerprints
while leaving a bright, glossy shine on
automotive glass, metal and exterior
painted finishes. Use as a lubricant for
overspray clays.

22 fl. oz.
1 gal.
5 gal.

110422		
110401
110405

CHERRY FLASH® LIQUID
PASTE WAX

Premium natural Carnauba wax and
DuPont Zonyl® combine to deliver a
deep, lasting gloss in a non-dusting
version of our most popular wax.
Provides up to 60 days of protection.

32 fl. oz.
64 fl. oz.
1 gal.

124832		
124864
124801

PLUM CRAZY™ HAND GLAZE
Produces high gloss shine on newly
painted surfaces. Contains no silicone.

32 fl. oz.

114732

120355

COMPLETE™

Acid-free formula works quickly and leaves both wheels and tires clean
and bright. This RTU product contains a unique blend of cleaners that
dissolve and loosen burned-on brake pad dust, grease and dirt from the
entire wheel. Safe for use on virtually all types of wheels and will not
damage concrete floors.

1 gal.
55 gal.

122901		
122955

5 gal.

122905

CAR WASH

SHOWROOM SHINE™

BREATHABLE WAX
BODYSOL™ SOLVENT
CLEANER

POTENT PURPLE™

1 gal.
5 gal.
55 gal.

105701		
105705
105755

DRESSINGS

High, stable foaming car wash available
at a lower concentration. Dilute 1:128.

1 gal.
5 gal.
55 gal.

123201		
123205
123255

GLASS CLEANERS

RTU Dressing

Produces excellent gloss on tires without
yellowing whitewalls. Its special waterbased formula contains no silicones or
solvents, making it an ideal choice for
body shops.

1 gal.
5 gal.

PRIZM CAR WASH

108501
108505

SUPER CONCENTRATED
GLASS CLEANER

Ammonia-free formula provides deep
down cleaning action to cut through
dirt, grease, grime and oily films on
automotive glass and other hard shiny
surfaces with no residue.
Dilute 1:13.

1 gal.
5 gal.

198801		
198805

VOC COMPLIANT TIRE NU™
DRESSING

GLASS CLEANER

1 gal.
5 gal.

19 oz.

Non-silicone solvent dressing that
produces a high-gloss shine on plastic,
leather, vinyl and rubber. Restores faded
surfaces to a like-new finish.

125301
125305

Ammonia-free cleaner powers
away grime and film to leave glass,
chrome, tile and mirrors clean
and streak-free. Safe for use on
aftermarket tinted windows.

113820

TIRE NU™ DRESSING
1 gal.
5 gal.

112701
112705
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